OUR COMPETENCE.
YOUR SUCCESS.

Mosdorfer Industrial

OUR EXPERIENCE.
YOUR SUCCESS.
Mosdorfer’s experience in
forging technology has been
shaping innovative products
for more than 300 years.

Ever since visionary thinking in the field of

All over the world our products contribute

forging and metal-processing techniques

to the safe and reliable energy transmission

has been the focal point of our long-term

making us an important strategic partner of

success.

the global energy sector. Mosdorfer technol
ogy being applied in more than 1,000 proj

Today our technical competence combined

ects globally - from the desert to the highest

with our innovative manufacturing technol

mountains - are obvious sign for technical

ogies guarantee future-oriented fittings and

competence and high product quality.

damping systems for overhead transmission
lines.

We know that the combination of our tech

of advanced production technologies and pro-

in forging technology we offer advanced engi-

nical competence, high quality and reliabil

cesses. Equipped with latest manufacturing

neering solutions as well as high-end machin

ity is your key to success.

machinery that is operated by exhaustively

ing and galvanizing services. We are your

trained and high-qualified personnel we deliv

partner for product applications in agriculture,

Our manufacturing centers located in Weiz,

er most efficient industrial solutions for your

automotive, energy, lifting equipment, tele-

Austria and Myjava, Slovakia, assure 17,000 m²

product requirements. Besides our expertise

communications and other industries.

OUR ENGINEERING.
YOUR SUCCESS.

Our skilled
engineering team
is your partner
for advanced
engineering
solutions.

The experts in the Mosdorfer engineer

The Mosdorfer team of experts knows how

the latest computer software and simulation

ing department ensure that your product

to deal with challenging engineering tasks.

programs. Our various technical possibilities

v ision can technically be realized in the

In close interaction with you as our custom

guarantee benefits in terms of short response

most economical and efficient way. They

er we together define the dimensioning of

times, optimised logistics and complete solu-

develop tailor-made solutions according to

your finished product. The knowledge and

tions from one partner without delays.

your specific product requirements.

experience of our engineers is supported by

OUR FORGING.
YOUR SUCCESS.
Profound expertise
linked with long-term
experience in hot metal
forming technology
makes us your strategic
partner. We forge for
your success.
On our state-of-the-art forging lines we

Also complex forging components can be

With our in-house tool manufacturing we

of your part, we machine the most efficient

We have a modern in-house heat treatment

realize your requirements regarding forged

formed precisely to satisfy customer require

are perfectly prepared for your individual

forging tool on our state-of-the-art CNC and

plant. The required quality and properties of

components and hot pressed parts with the

ments.

needs and demands. It gives us the necessary

HSC production centers. Consequently, we

the steel or aluminum blanks are achieved

highest precision. We machine alloy and non

flexibility to quickly react and economically

guarantee short through-put times and high

through controlled thermal heat treatment

alloy steel as well as aluminum in all forgeable

fulfill the requirements for the manufactur

productivity.

processes.

qualities.

ing of your products. From the geometry

OUR MANUFACTURING.
YOUR SUCCESS.
With our
machining and
hot dip galvanizing
technology we
ensure the highquality finishing
of your components
and products.

Our knowledge and experience make us
your perfect partner for manufacturing
and finishing all metallic materials.
Our range of services includes turning, mill
ing, sawing, gear cutting, grinding, welding,
gas and plasma cutting on CNC machines as
well as assembly. For the perfect finishing and
high-durability of your products, we offer the
highest standards in our in-house hot dip galvanizing center. For critical parts we a chieve
the highest level of precision through the
centrifugal galvanizing process.
Our network of reliable partners comple-

The final manufacturing of the high-quality

ments our services in the field of die-cast

precision forged components rounds-off

aluminum, gravity die casting, sand casting

our extensive range of services. Therefore

and polymer moulding technology. Your

our manufacturing centers in Weiz, A
 ustria

demands, define our customized final manu

and Myjava, Slovakia - together more than

facturing process.

17,000 m² - are perfectly equipped for
precise machining according to your spec
ifications.

OUR PRECISION.
YOUR SUCCESS.
We focus on quality and p
 recision
with the full dedication, commitment
and teamwork of all employees.
Meeting and exceeding your
expectations is our
dedicated aim.

All our products and facilities meet the

We provide excellent customer service and

The quality standard ISO 9001 is the standard

We use our resources with thought, and treat

legal requirements, directives and stan

continuous improvement in the develop

according to which all our locations are cer-

our environment with care. Creating a busi-

dards as well as the parameters additionally

ment, realization and delivery of our pro

tified and is the supporting tool for enabling

ness environment with high safety standards

specified by the customer.

ducts and services.

the presentation and development of the

is a matter of course for us. We are ISO 14001

business processes.

and OHSAS 18001 compliant.
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